in enhancing our understanding of DCD. Clarifying DCD pathogenesis will be beneficial to clinicians as well as to children suffering from DCD.
Neuroimaging studies of DCD
We researched the Medline database with the terms 'neuroimaging' and 'DCD' for original research articles that were written in English. There were few DCD neuroimaging studies, and only 6 neuroimaging studies that involved the direct identification of the neural substrates responsible for DCD were available ( To explored the integrity of motor, sensory, and cerebellar pathways in children with and without DCD.
-Fractional anisotropy of motor and sensory tracts and diffusion parameters in cerebellar peduncles did not differ. Mean diffusivity of the corticospinal tract and posterior thalamic radiation was lower in DCD children. Axial diffusivity was significantly correlated with motor impairment scores for both the corticospinal tract and posterior thalamic radiation. not motor task small sample size [9] reported that DCD children exhibited abnormal brain hemispheric specialisation during development when performing a go/no-go task. Connectivity analyses in the middle frontal cortex-anterior cingulate cortex-inferior parietal cortex (IPC) network indicated that children with DCD are less able than healthy children to easily or promptly switch between go and no-go motor responses. This was the first fMRI study to clarify the attentional brain network of DCD children.
[No. 2] In 2009, Kashiwagi et al. [10] (our group) showed poor performance and less activation in the left superior parietal lobe (SPL), the left inferior parietal lobe (IPL), and the left post-central gyrus in DCD children during visuomotor tasks. This was the first fMRI study to elucidate the neural underpinnings of DCD children by using a visuomotor task. Furthermore, a connection between the brain activity in the left IPL and task performance that represented clumsiness was suggested.
[No. 3] In 2010, Zwicker et al. [11] demonstrated that DCD children activate different brain regions compared to control children when performing the same trail-tracing task. They found that a correlation of the activation of the right middle frontal gyrus with the number of traces indicated cognitive effort in the children with DCD.
[No. 4] In 2011, Zwicker et al. [12] found that DCD children demonstrated decreased activation in cerebellar-parietal and cerebellar-prefrontal networks as well as in brain regions associated with visuospatial learning. This was the first study in DCD children to examine changes in the patterns of brain activation that were associated with skilled motor practice. [No. 5] In 2010, Marien et al. [13] reported that the CB is crucially implicated in the pathophysiological mechanisms of DCD, and this reflects a disruption of the cerebello-cerebral network that is involved in executing planned actions, visuospatial cognition, and affective regulation. This was the first single-photon emission computed tomography study of children with DCD. [No. 6] In 2012, Zwicker et al. [14] showed that the mean diffusivity of motor and sensory pathways is lower in DCD children. In addition, differences in the intrinsic characteristics of axons or in the extra-axonal/extracellular space may underlie some of the deficits that are observed in DCD children. This was the first DTI study in children with DCD.
One single-photon emission computed tomography study

One diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) study
Different patterns of activation of cerebral areas in DCD patients compared to controls in fMRI motor control tasks
In order to elucidate the main mechanisms underlying the impaired motor skills in DCD patients, we have to examine brain activities that are related to motor performances during motor control tasks. There were 3 fMRI studies (No. 2, 3, and 4) on motor control tasks in DCD patients. One study included a motor learning task. The cerebral areas listed below showed significant differences in activation between DCD children and control children during the motor control task and motor learning task and the functions of those areas.
No. 2: Our study
Study design and conditions
The experiment was designed in a block manner and consisted of the following 3 conditions: Each condition lasted for 24 s and was repeated 6 times in a pseudo-randomised order ( Figure  1 ). All of the participants were trained through 40 trials of tracking before scanning. The participants achieved their best performance after several trials. Task performance was represented by the distance (pixels) between the centre of the target and the cursor. We recorded 6 sets of data on the distance and the velocity changes for each participant, and the effects of the group and the participants (within group) on these data were analysed by a twofactor nested design analysis of variance. Furthermore, the effects of the trial numbers and the participants on the task performance during the final 6 training trials and 6 scanning trials were analysed with a factorial two-way analysis of variance. 2) design and conditions. The experiment was designed in a block manner and consisted of 3 conditions. Each condition lasted 24 s and was repeated 6 times in a pseudo-randomised order.
Functional Brain Mapping and the Endeavor to Understand the Working Brain 40 Figure 2 . (a) shows the behavioural results for a DCD child and a control child. The DCD child showed much error at the return point and particularly at the beginning point compared to the control child.
Behavioural data
The distance between the target and the cursor and the change in the velocity of the cursor were significantly greater in the DCD group than in the control group (mean distance, 22.8 vs. 19.5 pixels, P = 0.001; mean velocity change, 398.5 vs. 369.9 pixels/s/s, P = 0.013). The number of trials did not significantly affect task performance in either group over the 
Imaging data
In the comparison of the watching condition versus the resting condition (WC -RC), both the DCD-greater-than-control and control-greater-than-DCD comparisons did not reveal significant differences in the activation maps between the groups. In the comparison of the tracking condition versus the watching condition [(TC -RC) -(WC -RC)], greater activation was not observed in the DCD-greater-than-control comparison. Inversely, the control-greater-than-DCD comparison showed differences in the activation in the left hemisphere.
Different brain activation in the comparison of the tracking condition versus the watching condition [(TC -RC) -(WC -RC)] in the visually guided tracking task between DCD patients and controls
(DCD < control only)
Left posterior parietal cortex (SPL and IPL):
The main brain region involved in skilled motor functions, eye movements, multimodal encoding of locations near the head, reaching and pointing movements with the arm and finger, grasping movements that require preshaping of the hand [15] , tool use and motor attention [16] , internal representation of the dynamic body schema [17] , hand movements [18] and motor imagery [19] . Left postcentral gyrus: proprioceptive control of movement [20] . (Table 2 , Figure 3 .(a).)
The correlations between task performance and the maximal magnetic resonance signal changes within a diameter of 8 mm of each local maximum were analysed. Only the magnetic resonance signal changes in the left IPL negatively correlated with task performance [r, -0.413; P < 0.05] (Figure 3 (b)). 
Region
No. 3: Zwicker et al. study
Different brain activation in the trail-tracing task between DCD patients and controls Left precuneus: visuospatial processing and initiation of movement programming [21, 22] . Left superior frontal gyrus: spatially oriented processing [23] . Left inferior frontal gyrus: inhibitory control over motor responses [24] . Left postcentral gyrus: motor control and motor learning [25, 26] . Right insula: motor control [27] , motor learning [28] and error processing [29] .
(DCD > control)
Left IPL: interpretation of sensory information [30, 31] . Right supramarginal gyrus: visuomotor/visuospatial processing [32, 33] . Right posterior cingulate gyrus: spatial attention [34] . Right lingual gyrus: visuospatial processing [35] . Right precentral and parahippocampal gyri: spatial memory [36] [37] [38] . Right CB (lobule VI): spatial processing [39] .
No. 4: Zwicker et al. study
Different brain activation of the retention condition versus the early condition in the trailtracing task between DCD patients and controls
(DCD < control only)
Right cerebellar crus I: working memory and executive functions [40] . Left cerebellar lobule VI: part of the sensorimotor network of the CB [40] , spatial processing [41] , performance of a variety of tasks, including serial reaction time tasks [42] , motor sequence learning [43] , reaching tasks [44] and planned, discretely aimed arm movements [45] as well as the magnitude of motor correction during visuomotor learning [46] . Left cerebellar lobule IX: unclear [40] . Right IPL: spatial working memory [47] . IPL: the processing of sensory information and visual feedback [48] . Right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex: the initial stages of explicit motor learning [49] , motor and visuomotor sequences [50, 51] and attentional control [52] . Left fusiform gyrus: higher level visual and visuospatial processing during the consolidation of visuomotor learning [53] . Right lingual gyrus: visuospatial processing [54] .
Discussion
Previous studies of DCD (terminology, clumsiness, motor learning, and brain area)
What is DCD? Historical perspectives
At the beginning of the 20th century, an awareness of different levels of motor performance was clearly described in studies that identified the motor abilities of children as very clever, clever, medium, awkward or very awkward [55] . As early as 1926, Lippitt was concerned specifically with poor muscular coordination in children [56] . Orton's (1937) discussion of developmental apraxia or abnormal clumsiness was strongly influenced by ideas about adult apraxia and damage to the dominant hemisphere [57] . Since the early 1960s, many terms have been used to describe children whose motor difficulties interfere with daily living, and these include developmental apraxia and agnosia, minimal cerebral dysfunction (Wigglesworth, 1963 ) [58] , minimal brain dysfunction (Clements, 1966) [59] , minimal cerebral palsy (Kong, 1963) [60] and developmental dyspraxia [61] .
At a 1994 consensus meeting in London, Ontario (Polatajko et al., 1995) [62], a multidisciplinary group of internationally recognised researchers who work with children with motor clumsiness agreed to use the term developmental coordination disorder as described by the American Psychiatric Association (APA) in the DSM-IIIR (APA, 1987) and revised in DSM-IV (APA, 1994).
What is clumsiness? What is dexterity?
Clumsiness is defined by Morris and Whiting as a maladaptive motor behaviour in relation to expected or required movement performance [63] . The antonym of clumsiness is dexterity.
Dexterity is the ability to find a motor solution for any external situation or to adequately solve any emerging motor problem correctly (adequately and accurately), quickly (with respect to both decision making and achieving a correct result), rationally (expediently and economically) and resourcefully (quick-wittedly and initiatively). In many movements and actions, there are no absolutely unpredictable events, but these movements nevertheless require quick and accurate movement adaptation to external events that cannot be predicted with certainty. This accurate movement adaptation is important for dexterity. The heart of the problem is to quickly and correctly find a solution in conditions of an unexpectedly changed environment. Dexterity apparently is not in the motor action itself but is revealed by its interaction with changing external conditions, including the uncontrolled and unpredicted influences from the environment. The established essential feature of dexterity is that it always refers to the external world. Moreover, dexterity is a complex activity. Real-life movements have an element of adaption to various, although perhaps minor, unexpected events [64] .
Quick and correct motion is fundamental to dexterity performance. Quick motion means the rapid initiation of action and fleetness of the performance itself. Accurate motion implies spatially and temporally accurate performance. As we move more rapidly, we become more inaccurate in terms of the goal we are trying to achieve. The adage haste makes waste has been a long-standing viewpoint about motor skills.
Identifying optimal measurements of skill learning is not trivial [65] . Previous studies have typically defined skill acquisition in terms of a reduction in the speed of movement execution or reaction times, increases in accuracy or decreases in movement variability. Yet, these measurements are often interdependent, in that, faster movements can be performed at the cost of reduced accuracy and vice versa, which is a phenomenon which has often been referred to as the speed-accuracy trade-off. The principles of speed-accuracy trade-offs, which are known as Fitts' law, are specific to the goal and nature of the movement tasks [66] . One solution to this issue is through the assessment of changes in the speed-accuracy trade-off functions. Therefore, we should assess task performances with both speed and accuracy. The visually guided tracking task that we adopted in our fMRI study has been experimentally used for evaluating motor skills. We assessed task performance as the change in the velocity of the cursor for speed and the distance between the target and the cursor for accuracy.
What is motor learning?
Children with DCD have difficulties with motor performance and motor learning [67] . Most clinicians and researchers agree that difficulty with motor learning is a key feature of DCD.
Motor learning depends on maturation, experience, and active learning. Motor learning has been described as a set of processes that are associated with practice or experience and that lead to relatively permanent changes in the capabilities for producing skilled actions [68] .
Motor skill learning means, in other words, dexterity learning. Therefore, as mentioned above, accurate movement adaptation is an important fact in motor skill learning.
For motor learning, 3 main theories apply. Fitts and Posner (1967) distinguished the following 3 phases of motor learning: cognitive, associative and autonomous [69] .
Hikosaka and colleagues proposed a model of motor skill learning. According to this model, 2 parallel loop circuits operate in the learning of the spatial and motor features of sequences. Whereas the learning of spatial coordinates is supported by the frontoparietal associative BG-CB circuit, the learning of motor coordinates is supported by the primary motor cortex-sensorimotor BG-CB circuit. According to this model, transformations between the 2 coordinate systems rely on the contribution of the supplementary motor area (SMA), the pre-supplementary motor area (preSMA) and the pre-motor cortices. Importantly, it has been suggested that the learning of spatial coordinates is faster, yet requires additional attentional and executive resources that are putatively provided by prefrontal cortical regions [70] (Figure 4. (a) ).
Similarly, on the basis of brain imaging studies, Doyon and Ungerleider (Doyon and Ungerleider's model of motor skill learning) [71] proposed that cerebral plasticity is important within the cortico-striatal and cortico-cerebellar systems during the course of learning a new sequence of movements (motor sequence learning) or the adaptation to environmental perturbations (motor adaptation).
This model proposes that, depending upon the nature of the cognitive processes that are required during learning, both motor sequence and motor adaptation tasks recruit the following similar cerebral structures early in the learning phase: the striatum, CB, motor cortical regions, in addition to prefrontal, parietal, and limbic areas. Dynamic interactions between these structures are likely to be crucial in establishing the motor routines that are necessary for the learning of the skilled motor behaviour. A shift of the motor representation from the associative to the sensorimotor striatal territory can be seen during sequence learning, whereas additional representation of the skill can be observed in the cerebellar nuclei after practice in a motor adaptation task. When consolidation has occurred, the subject has achieved asymptotic performance, and their performance has become automatic; however, the neural representation of a new motor skill at that stage is believed to be distributed in a network of structures that involves the cortico-striatal or cortico-cerebellar circuit, depending on the type of motor learning acquired. At this stage, the model suggests that the striatum is no longer necessary for the retention and execution of the acquired skill for motor adaptation; regions representing the skill at this stage include the CB and related cortical regions. In contrast, a reverse pattern of plasticity is thought to occur in motor sequence learning, such that the CB is no longer essential with extended practice, and the long-lasting retention of the skill is believed at this stage to involve representational changes in the striatum and the associated motor cortical regions (Figure 4. (b) ).
(a) (b) Both models share the view that motor skill learning involves interactions between distinct cortical and subcortical circuits that are crucial for the unique cognitive and control demands that are associated with this stage of skill acquisition [65] .
Where is brain area associated with DCD?
The parietal lobe
The parietal lobe plays a critical role in numerous cognitive functions, particularly in the sensory control of action [72] . As we know, lesions in the left posterior parietal cortex (PPC) are associated with apraxia, which is a higher order motor disorder, whereas lesions in the right PPC are associated with unilateral neglect, which is an attentional disorder [73] .
The results of a meta-analysis of the information processing deficits that are associated with DCD children showed that DCD children have significantly poorer visual spatial processing than healthy controls [2, 3] . This evidence suggests that the parietal lobe may be implicated in DCD children because of its primary role in the processing of visual spatial information [74] .
In addition, DCD children are less competent in their ability to recognise emotion [75] , which has been linked to parietal lobe involvement [76] . Some clinical studies have supported the notion that the parietal lobe is associated with the mechanisms underlying the impaired motor skills in DCD children. Wilson et al. [77] conducted a study on procedural learning in DCD children and stated that the neurocognitive underpinnings of the disorder may be located in the parietal lobe and not in the BG. Another study involving mental rotation tasks indicated that DCD children might have dysfunction in the parietal lobe, which is involved in the internal representation of the movement [78] . In a recent study, Hyde et al. found that children with DCD show a similar response pattern as patients with lesions of the PPC on a number of paradigms that assess aspects of internal modelling. This has led to the hypothesis that DCD may be attributable to dysfunction at the level of the PPC [79] .
Furthermore, a study on imagined motor sequences revealed that the performance of real and imagined tasks are dissociated in DCD children; this finding indicates that a disruption in the motor networks of the parietal lobe is associated with the generation of the internal representations of motor acts [80] . In addition, this group found that the ability of motor imagery in DCD children varied according to their level of motor impairment [81] , and motor imagery training ameliorated the clumsiness in DCD children [82] . Recommendations of the definition, diagnosis, and intervention of DCD by the European Academy for Childhood Disability [3] only refer to the fact that Katschmarsky considered parietal dysfunction an underlying organic defect in DCD children from their study [4] .
The cerebellum
The CB is related to motor skill learning. Given the CB's role in motor coordination and postural control, it may be involved in the neuropathology of DCD [74] . Geuze reported that the major characteristics of poor control in DCD are the inconsistent timing of muscle activation sequences, co-contraction, a lack of automation and the slowness of response. Converging evidence indicates that cerebellar dysfunction contributes to the motor problems of children with DCD [83] . Motor adaptation, which is also thought to reflect cerebellar function [71] , has been demonstrated in children with DCD [84] . Waelvelde reported that the parameterization of movement execution in the Rhythmic Movement Test in children with DCD was significantly less accurate both in time and in space than the performance of same-aged typically developing children. The data of that study support the notion that some children with DCD manifest impairments in the generation of internal representations of motor actions and support the hypothesis that there is some form of cerebellar dysfunction in some children with DCD [85] .
The basal ganglia
The BG is involved in motor control and motor skill learning. Clumsiness is a term that is associated in childhood with problems in the learning and execution of skilful movements, the neuronal basis of which is, however, poorly understood. Groenewegen reported that, as far as deficient motor programming is involved, the BG probably plays a role [86] . Wilson et al. did not identify any evidence that the BG is implicated in DCD [77] .
The hippocampus
Hippocampal, cortico-cerebellar, and cortico-striatal structures are crucial for building the motor memory trace [71] . Neural structures, such as the hippocampus, parietal cortex, and CB, have been proposed to contribute to the process of learning new motor sequences. Gheysen et al. found that the sequence learning problems of DCD children might be located at the stage of motor planning rather than at sequence acquisition [87] . The fact that the hippocampus and CB could be involved in the neuropathology of DCD has been frequently proposed given their function in motor coordination and adaptation [71, 88] .
The corpus callosum
Sigmundsson reported that only DCD children showed significant performance differences in favour of the preferred hand in visual/proprioceptive or proprioceptive conditions. This finding was thought to suggest that the developmental lag that is exhibited by DCD children might have pathological overtones that are possibly related to the development of the corpus callosum [89] .
Present studies of DCD (neuroimaging studies and current conclusion)
Recent neuroimaging studies
The parietal lobe and CB are key brain regions that have been highlighted in recent neuroimaging studies of the visuomotor performance of children with DCD. The brain functions of these 2 regions are known to involve the motor adaptation of motor learning in the past 2 models of motor skill learning. In addition, the parietal lobe and striatum are known to be involved in the motor sequence learning of motor learning. Accordingly, the parietal lobe is a region that is associated with sensory input, motor output, motor adaptation, and motor sequence learning.
In our results, parietal dysfunction reflected the difference in brain activities between DCD and control children during the phase of automation. The task in our study was easy to master, and, therefore, the performances of DCD patients and controls had already reached their plateau before the scanning trials. Thus, this study did not involve motor learning effects. In our fMRI task, the speed of the target was changed sinusoidally during its 12-s round trip. Consequently, we studied both motor sequence learning and motor adaptation in our fMRI task. We reported that DCD children showed poor performance and less activation in the left PPC and postcentral gyrus during the visuomotor task. Thus, a connection was suggested between brain activity of the left PPC and clumsiness.
In the results from other studies, dysfunction of the CB may reflect the different brain activities of consolidation conditions versus cognitive processes between DCD children and controls during the early-slow learning phases. In that study, tracing accuracy in control children improves from early practice to consolidation and shows increased activation in several brain regions. In contrast, the DCD children did not show any improvements in tracing accuracy. The authors noted that further work with a larger sample is needed to confirm the hypothesis that these areas of brain activation may contribute to improved motor performance. In this study design, the results mainly showed motor adaptation.
Current conclusion: Why are DCD children clumsy?
DCD is a disorder of impaired performances in daily activities that require motor skill. The movement parameters of daily activities appear to be encoded by delayed recall and require easy motor skills. Even though DCD children can learn easy motor skills, why they usually require more practice than healthy children and their quality of movement may be compromised is a pressing question.
From the viewpoints of the recent model of motor skill learning, previous studies, and the recent neuroimaging studies, DCD children have some difficulties with the cognitive processes in the fast learning phase, consolidation in the slow learning phase and automation in the retention phase during simple and easy motor skill learning (motor sequence learning and motor adaptation). Accordingly, it is not always easy for DCD children to perfectly acquire even simple motor skills. In fact, real-life movements that are required for daily simple and easy activities require an element of adaption to various, although perhaps minor, unexpected events. Therefore, we assumed that DCD children always seem to be required to adapt to the daily simple and easy activities as unexpected new motor learning every day because it is hard for DCD children to perfectly consolidate motor skills. In addition, DCD children show that the more a task demands the integration and adaptation of different information, the more vulnerable it is. Accordingly, we considered that motor adaptation is more important than motor sequence learning for DCD children.
Given that the main clinical finding in DCD children is motor adaptation, dysfunction in the parietal lobe and CB contributes to the mechanism underlying DCD. In addition, considering that DCD children have problems with sensory input and motor output, we conclude that the parietal lobe is the main neural substrate that is responsible for DCD.
Future studies of DCD (mirror neuron system, functional connectivity approaches, default mode network, intervention, and motor imagery training)
The mirror neuron system hypothesis
DCD includes impairments in motor skills, motor learning, and imitation. A better understanding of the neural correlates of the motor and imitation impairments in DCD children holds the potential for informing the development of treatment approaches that can address these impairments. In recent years, the discovery of a frontoparietal circuit, which is known as the mirror neuron system (MNS), has enabled researchers to better understand imitation, general motor functions, and aspects of social cognition. Given its involvement in imitation and other motor functions, they propose that dysfunction in the MNS may underlie the characteristic impairments of DCD [90] .
Functional connectivity approaches
Most past studies of brain function have built on the concept of the localisation of function, in that different brain regions support different forms of information processing. Yet, no brain region exists in isolation. Information flows between the regions through the action potentials that are conducted by axons, which are bundled into large fibre tracts. For more than a century, neuroanatomists have mapped the anatomical connections between brain regions in an attempt to understand the structural connectivity of the brain. While much remains to be discovered, the study of the anatomical connections between brain regions has provided a cornerstone for neuroscience research.
Despite the value of this anatomical research, the knowledge of the structural connections between brain regions can only provide a limited picture of information flow in the brain. Descriptions of functional connectivity or of how the activity of one brain region influences activity in another brain region are also needed. Many researchers who are interested in functional connectivity have adopted fMRI techniques because of their utility for measuring changes in activation throughout the entire brain. This approach is useful for the brain mapping of DCD [91] 
Default mode network
Functional brain imaging studies with fMRI in normal human subjects have consistently revealed expected task-induced increases in regional brain activity during goal-directed behaviours. These changes are detected when comparisons are made between a task state, which is designed to place demands on the brain, and a resting state with a set of demands that are uniquely different from those of the task state. Functional imaging studies should consider the need to obtain information about the baseline.
Researchers have also frequently encountered task-induced decreases in regional brain activity, even when the control state consists of the subject lying quietly with their eyes closed or passively viewing a stimulus. Whereas cortical increases in activity have been shown to be task specific and therefore to vary in location depending on the task demands, many decreases appear to be largely task independent and to vary little in their location across a wide range of tasks. This consistency with which certain areas of the brain participate in these decreases makes us wonder whether there might be an organised mode of brain function that is present as a baseline or default state [92] . Spatial patterns of spontaneous fluctuations in blood oxygenation level-dependent signals reflect the underlying neural architecture. The study of the brain networks that are based on these self-organised patterns is termed resting-state fMRI.
The notion of a default mode of brain function (DMN) has taken on certain relevance in human neuroimaging studies and in relation to a network of lateral parietal and midline cortical regions that show prominent activity fluctuations during the resting state [93] . The DMN is a prominent large-scale brain network that includes the ventral medial prefrontal cortex, the posterior cingulate/retrospenial cortex, the IPL, the lateral temporal cortex, dorsal medial prefrontal cortex, and hippocampal formation [94] . The parietal lobe is also an important area in the DMN. The DMN is unique in terms of its high resting metabolism, deactivation profile during cognitively demanding tasks and increased activity during the resting state and highlevel social cognitive tasks. There is growing scientific interest in understanding the DMN underlying the resting state and higher-level cognition in humans. A recent study found that a goodness-of-fit analysis applied at the individual subject level suggested that the activity in Functional Brain Mapping and the Endeavor to Understand the Working Brain the default-mode network might ultimately prove to be a sensitive and specific biomarker for incipient Alzheimer's disease [95] .
The functional and structural maturation of networks that are comprised of discrete regions is an important aspect of brain development. The putative functions of the DMN, as well as the maturation of cognitive control mechanisms, develop relatively late in children, and they are often compromised in neurodevelopmental disorders, such as autism spectrum disorders and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder [96] . The relationship between DMN structure and function in DCD children is not known. Examining the developmental trajectory of the DMN is important not only for the understanding of how the structures of the brain change during development and impact the development of key functional brain circuits, but also for understanding the ontogeny of cognitive processes that are subserved by the DMN [97] . These multimodal imaging analyses will be important for a better understanding of how local and large-scale anatomical changes shape and constrain typical and atypical functional development. Future research should systematically explore the developmental trajectory of the DMN in a normal population and compare this with the maturation of the DMN in DCD children.
Intervention
Can dexterity be individually developed? Is it an exercisable capacity? The answer is positive and multifaceted. It is obvious that natural, inborn, and constitutional prerequisites for dexterity are and will be as different in different persons as their other psychophysical abilities. The attainable individual peaks of development, the degrees of difficulty, and the necessary amount of time for achieving a certain result will inevitably cause great individual variations. It is much more important to state that all natural prerequisites for dexterity can be developed. Both aspects of the structural complex that result in use dexterity can be exercised and developed.
In a systematic review of interventions on DCD children, Hillier generally concluded that an intervention for DCD is better than no intervention [98] . Independently, the guideline group performed a systematic literature search of studies that were published from 1995 to 2010. There is sufficient evidence that physiotherapy and/or occupational therapy intervention are better than no interventions for DCD children [3] .
There are many different treatment approaches for DCD. The approaches to interventions are divided into the following 2 categories: process-oriented or bottom-up and taskoriented or top-down [99] . Process-oriented approaches include sensory integration therapy, kinaesthetic training, and perceptual motor therapy. Task-oriented approaches include Cognitive-Orientation to Occupational Performance, neuromotor task training, and motor imagery training [3] . In addition, studies have shown that process-oriented approaches may sometimes be effective but are less so than the task-oriented approaches, which are based on motor learning theories [100] .
Motor imagery training
Motor imagery (MI) training is a cognitive approach that was developed by Wilson [101] . It uses the internal modelling of movements that facilitate the child in predicting the consequences for actions in the absence of overt movement. MI is a new intervention method for DCD children. The past literature has already described MI training as a method in stroke rehabilitation [102, 103] . MI training was investigated once in a randomised controlled trial, and it showed a positive effect if it was combined with active training [81] .
In an fMRI study that investigated whether the neural substrates mediating MI differed among participants showing high or poor MI ability, intergroup comparisons revealed that good imagers exhibited more activation in the parietal and ventrolateral premotor regions, which are known to play a critical role in the generation of mental images [104] . Our data also indicated that dysfunction in the parietal lobe, such as that in motor imagery, might be a mechanism underlying the motor skill deficits in DCD children. Thus, from our data, MI training may be a helpful strategy for DCD children.
Conclusion
From clinical and neuroimaging studies and models of motor skill learning, we conclude that parietal lobe dysfunction is the main mechanism underlying DCD. In addition, the parietal lobe is a key area of the MNS and MI training. However, the parietal lobe is not the only neural correlate brain region in DCD. Dysfunctions in the CB, striatum, and hippocampus are also related to the neurobiology underlying DCD. In order to further elucidate the pathogenesis and interventions of DCD, additional neuroimaging studies that include DMN and DTI are needed that link the neural networks and the functional connectivity of brain regions during motor performance.
